Bahasa Indonesia Grade 3
Teachers:
Naning Suwarko (nsuwarko@acsjakarta.sch.id)
Mastaria Pakpahan (mastaria@acsjakarta.sch.id)
Alicia (iva.alicia@acsjakarta.sch.id)
Ega Pramestiana (ega@acsjakarta.sch.id)
Alit Minorya (alit@acsjakarta.sch.id)
Course Objectives:
Listening: Understanding kinds of information received from instructions, conversations, story telling, and
experience sharing.
Speaking: Expressing ideas, experiences and feelings through reading aloud, discussions, story telling, performing dialogues, and poem reading
Reading: Reading texts, poems and tales with a clear voice and proper intonation, reading comprehension,
and story elements
Writing : Expressing ideas, experiences, imaginations, and feelings through writing paragraphs, stories, poems, and conversations

Class groupings
The class grouping this year is the same with previous year.
Indonesian A is a class intended to the advanced or intermediate students who has developed the skills well
and has practiced the language as their mother tongue or has used the language for many years.
Indonesian B is a class for the students who rarely speak the language, exposed to only daily basic vocabulary, understands oral instructions better than written instructions, find difficulties to comprehend more complex words, to form complex sentences, and to comprehend longer reading passages.
These two groups above will have a slight difference in the syllabus aimed for what is best for our students.
Indonesian Foundation is a class intended for foreign students who has no or very little knowledge of the language.

Textbook
“Bahasa Indonesia” Kelas 3 SD: Galih, P., Darisman, M., published by Yudhistira 2015
Additional teaching materials will be provided as worksheets. Indonesian Foundation classes will not require
any textbooks.

Assessment weightage (100%)
Classwork = 20%
Homework = 10%
Project = 20%
Test (written and oral) = 50%

Subject requirements








Students must have a green ring-binder to keep worksheets provided by the school that will be used until
the end of primary years. The school shop is the place to buy if it is missing or broken.
Students must prepare their own stationary, textbook, notebook, green folder, and diary before class
starts.
Use pencil for writing.
Diary is expected to be checked regularly by parents.
Homework must be submitted on time, otherwise some marks will be deducted accordingly.
Only speak Bahasa Indonesia during Indonesian class at all times (except Foundation class).
Provide green pen for peer-marking or self-marking. No red pen is allowed to be used.

